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Abstract 
A new algorithm of attribute reduction based on boolean matrix computation is proposed in this paper. The 

method compresses the valid information stored in table into a binary tree, at the same time deleting the invalid 
information and sharing a branch about the same prefix information. Some relative concepts such as local core 
attributes, local attribute reduction and global core attributes, global attribute reduction are introduced. The 
conclusions that the global core set is the union of all local core sets and the global attribute reduction sets are the 
union of respective local attribute reduction sets are proved. The attribute reduction steps of the algorithm are 
presented. At last, The correctness and effectiveness of the new algorithm are also shown in experiment and in an 
example.  
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1. Introduction 

 
Rough set theory, introduced by Zdzislaw Pawlak in the early 1980s[1,2], is a new mathematical tool to deal 

with vagueness and uncertainty. This approach seems to be of fundamental importance to artificial intelligence and 
cognitive sciences, especially in the areas of machine learning, knowledge acquisition,deci-sion analysis, knowledge 
discovery from databases, expert systems, decision support systems,inductive reasoning, and pattern 
recognition[3,4,5]. 

Attribute reduction is one of the main applications of Rough set.The general problem of finding all reductions 
are NP-hard, thus it is important for attribute reduction of Rough set to design algothms with lower price and 
investigate new computation method.A matrix computation method of Rough set was proposed by the author 
in[6,7]for information system.A matrix was seen as an internal representation of equivalence relations.By defining 
the operation of the equivalence matrix ,matrices are applied to define dependencies between two subsets of 
attributes,significance of an attribute ect.The approach presents a series of algorithms and their time complexity of 
attribute reduction.Howevre,there are still several problems to be solvered for the method:(1)The number of objects 
has great influence on time complexity of these algorithms;(2)These algorithms need too many computations of 
matrices;(3)The method only discusses matrix computation for information system；（4）How to apply the method to 
variable precision Rough set model. 

With the above-mentioned motivation, in another paper[8],aiming at the problem that how to apply the matrix 
computation to variable precision Rough set model,we have proposed a measure and computation approach based 
on matrix about studying Rough set theory.In this paper,we will provide a new insight into attributes reduction in 
decision table.A compression method of decision table based on matrix computation is proposed.We shall prove the 
feasibility of the compression method in theory and show its effectiveness in experiment and in an agriculture 
example. 

 
2.Equivalence matrix of decision table 
 
Definition2.1.Let U be a non-empty finite set of objects and R be equivalence relation on U,We denote the partition 
gived by the R as follows:U/R= },...,{ 21 nXXX  
Definition2.2.Let R be equivalence relation on U,then R is expressed in terms of a binary n×n requivalence matrix 

MR=[mij]n×n where n= U ,




=
or
Rxx

m ji
ij 0

1
. 

Definition2.3.Let P=(pij)n×n,Q=(qij)n×n be two binary n×n matrices.The intersection P∩Q of matrices P and Q is 
defined as follows:P∩Q=[tij]n×n,where tij=min{pij,qij} 
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Definition2.4.Let R={r1,r2,…,rm},then I
m
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rR i
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=  

Definition2.5.LetC,D be equivalence relation and MC =(cij)n×n, MD =(dij)n×nbe their matrices respectively.If for 
arbitrary positive integer i,j, cij≤dij,then DC MM ≤   

Definition2.6.Let S=(U,R=C∪D,V,f) be a decision table,where C is condition attributes and D is decision 
attributes,Then S is consistent if and only if DC MM ≤ . 
Definition2.7. Let S=(U,R=C∪D,V,f, DC MM ≤ ) be a decision table,Given an attribute a∈C,then attribute a is 
nonsignificant in C if DaC

MM ≤
− }{ . 

Definition2.8.Let S=(U,R=C∪D,V,f, DC MM ≤ ) be a decision table.The set of all attributes CC ⊆′′  which are 
significant in S is called the core set of C. 
Definition2.9. Let S=(U,R=C∪D,V,f, DC MM ≤ ) be a decision table.A subset T ′ of C is said to be a attribute 

reduction of C if and only if T ′ satisfies:(1) DT MM ≤′ ;(2)if ,TT ′⊂′′ then DT MM >′′: . 
 
3.Theory analysis of matrix computation 
    

Put [R]ij express the element in row i and in column j of MR,where R={r1,r2,…,rm}.Obviously, [R]ij has the 
following properties: 
(1) [R]ij =[r1]ij∧[r2]ij∧…∧[rm]ij(i=1,2…n,j=1,2…n);(2)if [R]ij =1,then for arbitrary rk∈R, [rk]ij =1;(3) if [R]ij 
=0,then there at least exist an attribute rk∈R,such that [rk]ij =0.Referring to properties,we immediately derive the 
following facts: 
Theorem 3.1 Let S=(U,R=C∪D,V,f, DC MM ≤ ) be a decision table. A subset T ′ of C is said to be a attribute 

reduction if and only if for any [D]ij=0 in MD, [T ′ ]ij satisfies:(1) [T ′ ]ij=0;(2)There no exist ,TT ′⊆′′ such that 
[T ′′ ]ij=0. 
Theorem 3.2 Let S=(U,R=C∪D,V,f, DC MM ≤ ) be a decision table where C={c1,c2,…,cm}.c∈C is core attribute if 
and only if there at least exist positive integer i,j,( i=1,2…n,j=1,2…n) such that [D]ij=0,  [c]ij=0,but for any b∈C-c, 
[b]ij=1. 
Proof.Let c∈C be core attribute.If there exist some attribute b∈C(c≠b),such that [b]ij=0,for any[D]ij=0 ,[C]ij=min 
{[c1]ij,[c2]ij,…[cm]ij}=0,then after deleting attribute b in C,we have DcC

MM ≤
− }{ .Thus there exist attribute set 

⊆′C {C-c},such that C′ is attribute reduction of S which contradict that c is core attribute in S. 
   Conversely,if there exist positive integer i,j,(i=1,2…n,j=1,2…n), such that [D]ij=0 , [c]ij=0,and [b]ij=1 for every 
b∈C-c,then after deleting attribute b in C,we have [C]ij=0≠[C-c]ij=1.Thus c is core attribute in S by theorem 3.1 
Definition3.1 Let S=(U,R=C∪D,V,f, DC MM ≤ ) be a decision table.If there exist positive integer i,j,such that 
attribute c satisfies [c]ij=0, [C-c]ij=1 when [D]ij=0 ,[C]ij=0,then attribute c is called local core attribute of decision 
table S. 
Theorem 3.3 If c1,c2…,ck be all local core attribute of S=(U,R=C∪D,V,f, DC MM ≤ ),then core attribute set C′ of 

decision table S is U
k

i
ic

1=
.That is, U

k

i
icC

1=
=′ . 

Definition3.2 Core attribute set C′ of decision table S is called global core attributes 
Definition3.3 Let S=(U,R=C∪D,V,f, DC MM ≤ ) be a decision table and C′ be core attribute set.If ak∈C-C ′  

satisfies that there exist positive integer i,j,such that [C ′ ]ij=1, [C]ij=0 and [ak]ij=0,then attribute set C ′∪{ak} is 
called a local attribute reduction of decision table S. 

Obviously, local attribute reduction derived by [C]ij=0 can has not only one. All local attribute reduction 
derived by [C]ij=0 is called a local attribute reduction set. 
Definition3.4Attribute reduction set CT ⊂  of decision table is called global attribute reduction. 
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Theorem 3.4Let B1,B2…,Bk be all local attribute reduction sets of decision table S=(U,R=C∪D,V,f, DC MM ≤ ),where 

)1}(,,,{ 21 kiAAAB
iikiii ≤≤= L and )1( kij ijA ≤≤  is a local reduction.If Tt is attribute reduction,then Tt satisfies:(1)If 

for arbitrary positive integer i,j, Bi∩Bj=φ,then k

k

i
ipt ipAT ≤≤=

=
1,

1
U ;(2)If there exist positive integer i,j, Bi∩Bj

φ,then kipt ipAT ≤≤= 1,U where for any Aim,Ajn∈Tt, Aim,Ajn must satisfy  jim BA ∉ or ijn BA ∉ . 

Proof (1)Put U
k

i
ipt AT

1=
= and let C ′ be core attribute set.There at least exist an attribute tTb ∈  for any 

[D]ij=0,[C]ij=0,such that [b]ij=0.That is [ tT ]ij=0. On the other hand,for arbitrary tTB⊂ , Suppose tk TcB =∪  

and mk BcC ∈∪′ 。By definition3.2 there exist positive integer p,q,such that 0][,1][ ==′ pqkpq cC .While for arbitrary  

i,j,if Bi∩Bj=φ，then 0][][ ≠−= ktpq cTB  By theorem 3.1,attribute set B is not attribute reduction of system S. 

(2)If there exist positive integer i,j,Bi∩Bj≠φ，then k

k

i
ipt ipAT ≤≤=

=
1,

1
U  is not the optimal attribute reduction of 

system S.It is fact that if Bi∩Bj A′= and jjm BAA ∈≠′ ,then ′⊆∪′ tjm TAA is not the optimal attribute reduction. 

Hence ,by above (1), if for any jjniim BABA ∈∈ , and tjnim TAA ∈, , Aim,Ajn satify  jim BA ∉ or ijn BA ∉  then 

kipt ipAT ≤≤= 1,U is the optimal attribute reduction. 

4.Compression of decision table 
   
    Because equivalence matrices of attribute set are symmetric,in practical application ,we pay attentin to the 
upper-triangle above the diagonal or the lower- triangle below the diagonal.Let C={c1, c2,…, cr} be condition 
attribute set and D be decision attribute set. For arbitrary positive integer i,j,we obtain: [C]ij =[c1]ij∧[c2]ij∧…∧
[cr]ij.By theorem 3.1,in practical application,we only devote our attention to [D]ij = 0 and [C]ij = 0 in the 
upper-triangle above the diagonal or the lower- triangle below the diagonal. In this paper,we compress information 
of [D]ij = 0 and [C]ij = 0 in the equivalence matrix into a binary tree where [c1]ij,[c2]ij,…∧[cr]ij are orderly arranged 
and nodes of the tree. 
    Please refer to below for details.First,create the root of the tree,labeled with “null”.Scan the elements of MD a 
time and find all positive integer i,j which satisfy [D]ij = 0.The corresponding elements of each equivalence relation 
matrix of condition attributes  orderly sorted lead to the construction of the first branch of the tree with r nodes 
where [c1]ij is linked as a child of the root, [c2]ij is linked to [c1]ij.The rest may be deduced by analogy. 

The second [c1]mn,[c2]mn,…∧[cr]mnwould result in a branch where [c1]mn is linked as a child of the root, [c2]mn is 
linked to [c1]mn.the rest may be deduced by analogy.Howeve,this branch would share an existing path with other 
branchs if along the root node ,some branch has the common prefix.For example,if [c1]ij=[c1]mn,[c2]ij=[c2]mn,[c3]ij≠

[c3]mn,then the first two nodes of the branch which contains [c1]ij, [c2]ij∧…∧[cr]ij is the same as the branch which 
contains[c1]mn, [c2]mn∧…∧[cr]mn.The rest branches may be constructed by analogy. 

By theorem 3.2 ,definition 3.2,all local core attributes and all local attribute reducion are derived from these 
branches.By theorem 3.3,3.4, we get global core attributes and global attribute reduction.  
 
5.Description of attribute reduction algorithm 

 
Let S=(U,R=C∪D,V,f, DC MM ≤ ) be a decision table. 

Step1:Compute the equivalence matrices of decision attribute set and each of condition attributes ,and arrage the 
equivalence matrices of each of condition attributes in ordor; 

Step2:According to [D]ij = 0,compress [c1]ij,[c2]ij,…∧[cr]ij into a binary tree where [ck]ij,(k=1,2,…r)is node of the 
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tree. 
Step3:Scan the tree and find the only zero value node in every branch.We get local core of every branch. Core set of 

system S is union of all local core. 
Step4:Prune the branch that includes local core and at the same time, retain shareable prefix part. 
Step5:Travel every branch of binary tree pruned and find local attribute reduction sets of all branchs 

Step6:Compute attribute reduction of system S according to }1,{ kiptt ipATT ≤≤= U  

6.Algorithm analysis 
    

The time complexity of algorithm in [7] for finding all core attributes is )( 22 UCo ,and for finding all 

attribute reduction is )2( 2UCo C
.The time complexity of algorithm in this paper for finding all core attributes is 

at most )2( 1+Co ,and for finding all attribute reduction is at most )22( 1+× Co .In general, CU >> ,hence,the 
method presented in this paper has an advantage over the method in [7]. 
   Next,to compare the two methods,We made the relevant experiments on monks datasets in UCI database.The 
datasets have one decision attribute ,six conditon attributes and 423 records.We did four experiments with the first 
100,150,300,423 recordes of standard datasets monks datas. The experiment environment is Petium4 
2.1GMHZ,RAM512M, windows XP .The results are as follows: 
                                  Table 1 Run time of two algorithms 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 

The chart shows that the method presented in this paper is efficient and scalable for finding core attributes set 
and attribute reduction sets ,and is faser than the method in [7]. 

 
7.An Application Example in Agriculture 
    

The following is knowledge representation system of cotton diseases.The condition attributes are a-“diseased 
spot color”, b-“disease site”,c-“disease shape”,d-“feature” and the decision attribute is e-“the type of disease”.{1,2,3} 
represent the different value of each attribute. 

 
   According to the method proposed in this paper,we can obtain that the core attribute is {a} and the attribute 
reduction set are {a,b} and {a,c,d}.The conclusion is the same as the other method.That is to say that diseased spot 
is chief factor to judge the type of disease and diseased spot color, disease site or diseased spot color, disease shape, 
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feature may judge exactly  the type of disease. 
 
8.Conclusion 
      

In this paper,We further discuss the approach of matrix computation about Rough set and applied it to dicision 
table.In theory,we have proved the relation between the elements of equivalence matrice and core attributes,attribute 
reduction .At the same time,we suggest an attribute reduction algorithm based on a storage structure of binary tree 
which can compress the invalid and the same prefix information.The algorithm designed is lower price.we also find 
that by changing the order of condition attributes sorted,the algorithm is more efficient. 
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